Pride!
Pre-Stonewall

• **1895** Oscar Wilde trial; prosecuted for “gross indecency”
• **1903** First raid on a gay bathhouse in NYC; 26 men arrested, 7 imprisoned
• **1917** October Revolution in Russia; Bolsheviks repeal criminal code. Reinstated in 1922.
  “homosexual relationships and heterosexual relationships are treated exactly the same by the law.”
• **1933** Mona's 440 Club, the first lesbian bar in America, opens in SFO
• **1954** Alan Turing commits suicide
• **1964** Canada’s first gay-positive organization ASK formed, publishes ASK newsletter and Gay
• **1967** First issue of The Advocate; England decriminalizes homosexual acts
Stonewall Riots
Rainbow Flag

• Designed by Gilbert Baker

• First flew at SF Gay Freedom Day Parade on June 25\textsuperscript{th}, 1978

BEHIND THE COLORS

Gilbert Baker’s flag scheme has multilayered meaning.

- Red for life
- Orange for healing
- Yellow for sunlight
- Green for nature
- Blue for harmony
- Purple for spirit
AIDS Epidemic

A.I.D.S.: WE NEED RESEARCH.

NOT HYSTERIA!
Pride Parades
LGBT rights in India